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Groups with Many Conjugate Elements 
‘I’his paper studies two classes of groups in which certain elements are 
necessarily conjugate. M’e consider only finite groups. Let G be a finite 
group with Y conjugacy classes. Choose coniugacy class representatives 
<?I ,.,..g, numhercd so that 
G ~ -:~ C(gl) ... ‘; ~ C:(g,). 
In this paper WC present a partial classification of those groups wlkh 
satisfv the restraint 
C(g,)’ ” “’ ’ ~ C(&). (1.1) 
C‘lcarl!-, (I .1) is independent of conjugacy class representatives. Thus, a 
g~-oup G satisfies (I .l) if and only if no two distinct conjugacy classes of G 
<AX-~ the same number of elements. U’c prove in Theorem 3.1 that the vnl! 
nonidentity supersolvable group satisfying property (1.1) is the symmetric 
group on 3 letters. 
‘I’he motivation for Theorem 3.1 comes from the study of the conjugac! 
classes in a finite group. In 1903, I,andau [8] :l 5lowed that for a given positive 
integer I’. the equation 
I : (l~nl,) 1 ‘.’ j- (hl,.) with ni, r. ... l,: tn.,. (I 2) 
has only finitely many positive integer solutions. Also, his proof gave an 
upper hound for ~2~ in terms of 1’. 
If n-e set m, e= C&,)1 for i -= I ,..., I’, then we obtain a solution of 
Ekl. ( 1.2). Consequently, Landau’s result shows that only finitely m.dny 
nonisomorphic groups have the same number of conjugacy classes. Further- 




Brauer [I, p. 1371 has suggested the problem of finding more cficicnt 
upper bounds than Landau’s, for the order of a group with a given number 
of conjugacy classes. A likely method of attack is to imposc restrictions on 
the integers m, of Eq. (1.2) and determine lvhich groups vield an equation 
satisfying these restrictions. Burnside [2, pp. 461-4621 ‘has classified all 
groups whose equation satisfies the condition m, 2. Poland [9] has gi\w a 
solution of another problem of this type. Recent work of Ito [557] ma! also 
he interpreted in a similar vein. Our Theorem 3.1 is intended in this spirit. 
In proving Theorem 3.1, we were led to the study of a larger class of 
groups. 11’~ consider those groups G for which, given any clement <y of G and 
any positive integer ~fl relativeI!- prime to the order of (g, g and g”’ arc coniugatc 
in G. In fact, a group G satisfies this property if and oni!, if every complex 
character of G is rational-valued [4. pp. 53775381. C’onwquently, WC call 
such a group G a rational group. 
\Irc prove in Proposition 2.4 that if G is a supersolvable rational group, 
then the only prime numbers which may divide the order of G arc 2 and 3. 
1Ve summarize our notation. G will always be a finite group. If N is a 
subgroup of G, WC denote by ?V(H) and C(H) th e normalizer and centralizer, 
respectively, of II in G. If g belongs to G, then x denotes the group 
generated by g, and [g] the conjugacy class of g in G. In the case I-I ,y 
we write N(g) and C(g) omitting the parentheses. If .3 is any subset of G, 
then ; .-I 1 denotes the number of elements in A. [G : /I] denotes the indes 
of a subgroup H in G. _ 1 : .; 12 denotes that A is a subgroup of R. iVe use’ 
&-1 X: R to denote proper containment. If 1-i <z K 11 L ‘1 G, with H normal 
in G and K normal in L, then Z,,‘K is a section of G/H. \\‘e use G’ for tile 
commutator subgroup of G, and Z(G) for the center of G. 
Let G be a group satisfying property (1.1). S ince central elements of G are 
conjugate only to themselves, then Z(G) :: 1. JVc show that every group 
satisfying propertv (1 .l) is a rational group. For, ifg belongs to G and IF? is 
an integer relatively prime to the order of g, then C(g) = C(,y’)‘) and con- 
sequently g is conjugate to R”‘. Equivalently, .V(~~),iC(g) is the full ailto- 
morphism group of ~.g’~. 
It is well known that every symmetric group is a rational group. However, 
the only symmetric group satisfy-ing property (I. I) is the symmetric group 
on 3 letters. 
\Vlre now state some properties of rational groups which arc neccssar! fol 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. Our first proposition follows quickly from the 
character theoretic interpretation of rational groups. 
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PROPOSITION I. Let G be a rational group with normal subgroup H. Thin 
the factor group G/H is rational. 
PROPOSITION 2. If G is a nonidentity rational group, then 2 dizides the 
oder qf G. 
I’yoof. Let p be a prime divisor of the order of G. Let g be an element 
of’ order p in G. Then [-Y(g) : C(g)] divides the order of G. By assumption. 
K(g)/C(g) is the full automorphism group of <g>. Now the automorphism 
group of a cyclic group of order p is cyclic of order p - 1. Thus p ~~ 1 
divides the order of G. If p is not 2, then p - I is even. 
PKOPOSITION 3. If G is a rational group with Sylou! 2-subgroup S. !/let1 
the centralizer qf ,Y in G is the center of S afjd is an elementary -4belian 2-group. 
F%oof. It will be sufficient to show that C(S) is a 2-group of exponent 2. 
Let g belong to C(S). Then 5’ centralizes g, and so 2 is relatively prime to 
[G : C(g)]. On the other hand, [X(g) : C(g)] divides [G : C(g)]. By 
assumption, [S(g) : C(g)] m:m @(I g 1) w ere h @ is the Euler @-function. 
Kow @(I g 1) is even unless g is 1 or 2. Hence C(S) is a 2-group of exponent 
2 and must be elementq .Abelian. Further, C(S) is the center of S. 
COROLLARY 1. [f G is rational, then Z(G) is an elementary A-lbcliatz 
2-group. 
COROI.L.~RY 2. If G is an -4belian rational group, then G is an elementor-> 
.-?belian 2-group. 
~~OROLLARY 3. If G is a nilpotent rationalgvoup, then G is a 2-group. 
Examples of non-Abelian rational 2-groups are the yuaternion and 
dihedral groups of order S. 
PROPOSITION 4. If G is a supersolz’able rational group, and p is a prime 
numbrv dividing the order of G, then p is either 2 OY 3. 
1%oaf. Let G be a supersolvable rational group with commutator subgwup 
G’. Then G/G’ is an -1lbelian rational group. By Corollary 1.2, G/G’ is an 
elementary i3bclian ‘-group. 
Let p he a prime dividing the order of G’. Let P be a S!-lowp-suhgrou], of 
G’ , and z a central element of P of order p. G’ is nilpotent. since G is supc1-- 
solvable [3, p. 1591. Thus z lies in the center of G’, and so G’ 5.: (I. 
Therefore .Y(z):C(z) is a section of G/G’, an clemcntary Abelian 2-group. 
H! assumption, IV(,~)/C(~) .~ _’ I’ . f lb ckc IL 0 order p ~~ 1. Since the only cyclic 
sections of an elementary Abelian 2-group are the identity and the cl,clic 1 
group of order 2, we set that p is 2 or 3. 
1%o$ Let G be a supcrsol\iable nonidcntit! XI-oup satisf\ inq propert\- 
(I. I). RV Proposition 2.2, 2 divides the clrdcr of G. Sinw the‘ crntcr of G is 
I G c‘mnot be a 2-group. ‘[‘hen some odd prime/, di\ ides (; Jjy J’roposition 
2.4, p is 3. 
‘l’hc commutator subgroup, G’, is both nilpotcnt alid characteristic in G. 
If S is an arbitrary, but fixed Sylow 2-stlhgroup of G. then S 3 G’ is a Syloa 
2..subgroup of G’, and S n G’ is normal in G. C’onscqucntl!-. if ,S n G’ .‘. I , 
then Z(S) n G’ ;- I. Hotvcver, Z(S) n G’ Z(G) I. since G’ is 
nilpotent and G G’S. It follows that S n G’ 1. 
‘I’hus S is isomorphic to G/G’, and S is an clcmentar~- .U~clian 2-group. 
ITurther, G’ is a normal Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Jn fact, since G G’S 
and S is Abelian, then S n C’(C) ’ Z(G) I, and thei-efore C’(G’) .I G’. 
NOW suppose x belongs to .V(.C) n CT’. If ~9 hclongs to S, then >’ ‘.Y 4-v 
belongs to S n G’, Lvhich is I. Hence, :Z-(S) n C’ C‘(S) S, and 
.\‘ ( 5 ) S. Kow S is Ahelian and .V(S) S. so Burnsidc’s lemma 12, p. I551 
iniplics that no two distinct clemcnts of S are coniugatc in C;. 
I,ct the order of G be 2(‘3”. \VC count the elements of C; according to their 
order, distinguishing the identity, 2-elements, 3klemcnts. and “miwd” 
elemc~nts whose orders are divisible I>! both 2 arid .3: 
(i) ‘The identity. 
(ii) Three elements. 
G is normal in G and so there arc 3” 1 nonidc.ntit\- 3-elements. 
(iii) 2-clcments. 
S is an elementary Abclian _ T-group. By Sylow’s thcorenr. every involution 
of G is conjugate to an involution of S. \Yc have established that no two 
distinct involutions of S are coniugate. Consequcntl! ( the number of 
involutions in G is given 1~1 
,<& ~ [s] _ c [G : C‘(s)]. (3.1) 
SES# 
S is Abelian, and Z(G) 7 1. Hence, if s is an involution of S, then 
,S -.; C(s) cc G. Then, [G : C(s)] :: 3’ f or some integer j between I and h. 
I‘ 7 is a group satisfying property (I. I), and so distinct conjugacy clasws of 
G have distinct orders. Ko 2 elements of S arc cor?jugntc. Hence, each term 
in the summation (3, I) is distinct. 
This establishes the bound 
1 [G : C(s)] 1 3’. 
<. s i -1 
(iv) AIixed elements 
(3.3) 
By a mixed element \ve mean a nonidentity element of G which is neither 
a 2-element nor a 3-clement. If f is a mixed element, then 6 divides the order 
of s., ’ and since .y‘, I C(R), then 6 divides / C(R);. Also, kite 
C(G’) --= Z(G’) and C(S) S, g belongs to neither C(G’) nor C(S). Thus. 
6 divides [G : C(g)]. 
Let Q be a complete set of nonconjugate mixed elements. Then the number 
of mixed elements is given h!- 
,;* : kl I -= LQ [G : Rdl (3.3) 
Now for ,y E Q, [G : C(g)] :z 2i3i, where 
I << i .< CI - I and I <<j-i,b- 1. 
Since distinct elements in -Q are nonconjugate, each term of the sum (3.3) is 
distinct. This establishes the bound 
(3.4) 
We have established the inequalit! 
Inequality (3.5) is equivalent to 
2” i 13”-1 >I 2” . 3”- 1 $ (3” -1 - 1)(2’” - I), (3.6) 
Inequality (3.6) is equkalent to 
21” - 1 < 3*-y3 - 2,‘). (3.7) 
Since b 2 I, (3.7) can hold only if a = 1. Thus, j G ) = 2 . 3h and S is 
cyclic of order 2. If S is generated by s, then s is a self-centralizing involution. 
Burnside [2, pp. 461-4621 has classified all groups containing a self- 
centralizing involution. G’ is an elementary Abelian 3-group. ‘I’hc involution 
.x conjugates every element of G’ to its inverse. .ln\- nonidentity element of 
G’ has 2 conjug&s. Since G satisfies propert!- i 1. I), an!; 2 nonidentit! 
elenwnts of G’ arc conjugate. G ” is cl-clic of ol-der 3. and G is the symmetric _ 
gr-clup on 3 letters. 
T\‘e conclude with two remarks. First, notice that the assumption C; 
is supersolvahle is used only to prow that (7 is nilpotent. ‘Thus. 
Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3. I are true for rational groups and groups 
satisfying property (1. I), respectively, with nilpotcnt commutator subgroup. 
Second, we provide an example which shows that \ve may not weaken the 
hypothesis of Proposition 2.4 to assume G is a rational group with super- 
st~l\~abie commutator subgroup. Let IT bc a vector space of dimension 2 
over GF(5), the Galois field with 5 elements. 1,et S he an arbitrary Sylow 
?-subgroup of GL(2, 5). Then S contains a unicluc quaternion subgroup, 0. 
Form the semidirect product of IT by 0. The resulting group is a rational 
group with supersolvable commutator subgroup. and has order 2” 5”. 
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